Ge ard is NatonNASE
an instrument.
Mayonnaise
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Grid Size: 126W x 98H
Design Area: 8.07" x 6.14" (113 x 86 stitches)

Legend:
- [2] DMC 445 lemon - lt
- [2] DMC 3832 raspberry - md
- [2] DMC 208 lavender - vy dk
- [2] DMC 776 pink - md
- [2] DMC 704 chartreuse - br
- [2] DMC 993 aquamarine - lt

Model uses following colors, but DMC equivalent is listed in the pattern:

DMC 776 - Colour & Cotton Petal
DMC 3832 - Colour & Cotton Fiesta
DMC 704 - Colour & Cotton Avocado
DMC 208 - Colour & Cotton Purple Parrot
DMC 993 - Colour & Cotton Emerald City

When stitched on 32 count hand dyed linen, pattern will fit in a 6" x 8" frame.